The Ratchet Rake FS
Forestry Service Model
The Ratchet Rake FS attaches to loader buckets with
ratcheting load binders that are more resistant to damage
from direct contact when pushing logs and heavy tree
limbs. This attachment system is only intended for use on
skid steer and other heavy duty loader buckets. The Ratchet
Rake FS includes 2 ratchet load binders and 4 connection
shackles (chain not included). See details below...
Flange

Compatibility #1
The ratcheting binder attachment
system is recommended for use on
heavy duty loader buckets that are
constructed without any protruding
flanges that may bend inward when
tension is applied to the chain.

This bucket is compatible
with the chains & binders

This bucket is only compatible
with the straps and cables

To properly apply tension, the
ratcheting load binder must
have a minimum of 20 inches of
clearance between the tip of the
cutting edge and the front top
edge of the loader bucket.

Determining chain length:
1. Hook a tape measure on your loader buckets cutting
edge and measure the entire distance around the bucket.
2. Subtract 20 inches from your measurement, you will
require 2 sections of chain cut to this length.
3. The load binders and shackles are compatible with
1/4 inch chain (grade 70) or 5/16 chain (grade 30 or 43).
4. Home centers occasionally mislabel chain. Before you
buy the chain, make sure the load binder hook fits around
the middle links and the shackle fits through the end link.

20” minimum
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For example, if this
measurement is: 62”
- 20”
+
(2 sections) = 42”

Set-Up
&
Installation:

The Ratchet Rake is compatible with loader
bucket cutting edges up to 7/8” thick. Tabs
on the upper connection brackets can be
trimmed with a hacksaw or hand grinder to
accept loader buckets up to 1 3/8 “ thick.

1. Connect one side of the
chain to the rakes lower
connection bracket using
the gray colored shackles.

2. Connect the load binder
to the rakes upper bracket
using the gray colored
shackles. Insert the buckets cutting edge into the
space between the upper
and lower brackets.

1.

Tab

3. Route the chain around
the back of the bucket
toward the load binder in
a straight direct line.
Attach the load binder
hook to the other side of
the chain.

2.

4. With the direction selector flipped to the tightening
position, turn the handle
back and forth until the
chain becomes tight. Flip
the direction selector again
& turn the handle toward
the inside of the bucket.

3.

4.

Direction
Selector

Maintenance – For smooth operation, apply a light oil to the moving parts of the ratcheting
mechanism (especially the spring loaded ball bearing located next to the directional selector).

Safety Precautions
1. Persons should never walk underneath or in the path of or ride
inside of a loader bucket with the Ratchet Rake attached.
2. During Installation, persons should never place any body part
directly underneath the loader bucket or the Ratchet Rake.
3. The Ratchet Rake should only be installed on loader buckets in
good structural condition.
4. A 2mph speed limit should be observed in areas that could
contain large imbedded rocks or other hidden obstacles.
5. Avoid using the Ratchet Rake on steep hillsides where the machine could turn over.
6. Follow all of you machines manufacturers’ safety warnings.

